In this paper we show that any separable stochastic process on a compact metric space can be derived from a temporally homogeneous Markov process on the extreme points of a compact convex set of measures.
Let 9C be a compact metric space with Borel field 2. Let T be either the nonnegative integers or the nonnegative rationals and let fi be the set of all functions mapping T into 9C. fi with its product topology is a compact metric space and so C(fi), the Banach space of continuous functions on fi, is separable [l, p. 340], and the weak * topology of the closed unit sphere of the Banach space rca(fi) of regular countably additive set functions on fl is a metric topology [l, p. 426]. If for each co£fi and tET we define xt(co) =u(t) and if we let ft be the er-field of Borel subsets of fi, then for each ;it£(P(fi), the set of all probability measures in rca(fi), we get a stochastic process X"=(Q, Ct, xt, 9C, pi).
If w£fi,A£« and M£P(fi),letws+£fi be defined by «+(0=w(s+0, As+ be the set of all co£fi for which us+ £A and let X,+ £0°(fi) be defined by X+(A) =X(A+). Let £>£ be the set of all X£(P(fi) which have the property that for some 0<Si<
•
for each A£a. Let <S" be the set of all weak * compact simplexes 3D in (P(fi) which contain Sq and have the property that p£2D implies Thus not only is p.* consistently defined, but X* = (fi", a", xf, y, p*) is a temporally homogeneous Markov process with initial distribution P" and transition probability function PJ*.
If ju£(P(fl) and j'G'y, then for each set ^4GS, either v(x0EA) or v(xoEAc) is zero. Indeed, suppose that v(xoEA) >0 and p(xiG^") >0. 
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Thus v(xoEA) =v(xoEA\x0EAc) =0 which is a contradiction.
Let Q(v) be the class of all sets A £2 for which v(x0EA) >0. Ordering 6 by inclusion and applying Zorn's Lemma, we see that 6 has a unique minimal element which is a set consisting of a single point 8,. For each tET, we now let xt = 8X", and Xu be the stochastic process A%= (Q", a*, x" %,»*).
We and the proof is complete.
